
Inside Radio Reader Poll:
 Do you support the NAB ’s decision to present the music industry with a performance royalty offer 

that now establishes a performance right for radio?

YES:  (25%)  Yes, it’s time to resolve this dispute once and for all.

No (75%) No, it’s a tactical mistake to concede that radio should pay for the performance of music.

READER COMMENTS:

 Only as presented with all that's included

A crazy decision that will negatively impact radio's negotiating ability forever.

Absolute rubbish.  All companies should cancel their NAB membership!

Absolutely stupid! Force the issue...

Absolutley no!  We already pay plenty, BMI ASCAP etc.. Insane! 

All of these owners have stated that they would not, now they look like they will cave on any of these requests

And that is the slippery slope.  We have acknowledged the music industry's premise.

Any radio royalty law should mandate that 100% of money paid by radio actually pass to artists, not record 

companies.

Are they insane?

Are they willing to drop the BMI/ASCAP Fees? Can't have both

Are you KIDDING me?  Record labels put this welfare issue on the table and we buy in to it?  No   NO NO  NO!!! 

'Better to Dance with the Devil you know'

Can't believe the NAB would do this instead of protecting its industry.

Does FedEx pay you for the privilege of shipping your freight? Broadcasting as a marketing tool for music brought 

the music industry untold riches and fame. Kill that golden goose! BRILLIANT! 

Does the term "selling us down the river" mean anything to ya?

Exactly what one would expect from an organization led by a politicion

exposure from free air play is still to the artists advantage. Radio should not have to pay them for the "privilege" we 

give them of getting free exposure.

Fight the damn TAX to the deathFind another way for the record labels to get their $100,000,000 in foreign country royalties that won't destroy the 

artistic merit selection law for recorded music on US radio  That law created all the copyright value on those 

records in the first place.



FM chips in cell phones and other mobile devices is meaningless. Radio has to be desired by consumers on those 

devices and that will drive consumption.

Get the labels out of the equate

Gordon Smith is the right man to lead this project for NAB.

Gordon Smith should be replaced

Here there anything I can say stronger than "Hell No"?  Where is the Churchill to toss out these Neville 

Chamberlin's on the NAB?

How did radio EVER get in the position of promoting a product (music) and agreeing to pay ANY royalty.  The 

labels and the artists should pay RADIO.How many people must say NO before you report that RADIO doesn't want this. A self serving "politician" is running 

the NAB.  Radio should negotiate directly with Artist and bypass the ignorant labels who can't shift their business 

model when needed!!!!!

I am adamantly opposed to it.

I am afraid it's too late now....by the offer, NAB has confirmed we owe the artists rather than the equal benefit each 

was getting from the air exposure.......

i believe it is a mistake to open the door to the record industry.  They should be paying us. I believe the NAB “screwed the pooch” by making any settlement offer.  Knowing that the labels would likely take 

the road of greed and reject it, all their offer did was to give ammunition to the RIAA to say the offer is an admission 

by the NAB.I can't help but say I smell a rat!  Why the big rush before the election?  The outcome of the election could have 

increased our leverage to a greater degree to continue to say no to performance royalties!  Call it what it really is, a 

tax!!!I disagree with the characterization of your positive reponse.  I agree with the actions of the NAB only because I 

understand that it is a 'surrender with conditions'.  We'd be fools to wait for congress to act.  They don't understand 

the issue.

I don't agree that they are pushing for FM/AM receivers on smart phones!  Duh...people want to stream radio!

I see no way this is a benefit to the radio owners of America. The NAB should represtent radio, which in this case it 

is not.

I want to know how much of a credit I can take on my royalty fees for every call or e-mail I receive from a listener 

requesting info about a song we've played.

I will support an agreement if if truly provides real tangible value to radio inreturn for the billions of dollars we 

provide to the record industry.

If it weren't for radio, these performer's wouldn't make half the money they are currently making. They need to look 

at their own industry first to resolve their problems, not ours! We have enough of our own problems to deal with. 

If they can't pay us to play it, why should we have to pay them? Record labels benefit from airplay-if they didn't, they 

wouldn't employ reps to coerce music directors for adds!

I'm one of those "not no, but HELL no" folks

It is the inevitable.

It should have never been taken away at first.

It's  a very very bad idea.  Air time is compensation  and if the put us out of business they'll be shooting themselves, 

the EAS system and the listeners in the foot.

It's a pratical decesion for a political solution, I'm not sure those of us outside the beltway have enough information 

to make a good choice

It's time EVERY small market station says "so long" to the NAB....they have totally lost sight of who they represent.



It's time the industry cut its (potential) losses. Negotiating now will save us from a solution imposed by what could 

be a very unfriendly Congress angry over the conduct of right wing talk radio during this campaign.

Let's all stop playing music!

ludicrous!  Without radio, these stars would not have a career!  Totally backwards! Radio should go after 

performers to pay to get on a play list! 

NAB has sold out for the benefit of the corporate executives who only look at the short term. 

NAB should stay out of this and let the record companies pay radio to play their artists 

Never -- Never-- Never -- once it is passed they can then come back and change what the percentage we have to 

pay.  We will not not be renewing with the NAB as they do not represent how we feel and belive.   

No, no, a thousand times no!!!!!!!

Not great representation of their constituency

not only no, but "HELL NO"!!!!  The NAB has made a grave mistake that could destroy the very fabric of its 

existance.

Not only no, but HELL NO.

Once we start paying for performance, the rates will continue to go up every year or two.  

Our industry is hurting enough already, we need a radio recovery...not pay a performance royalty that's the record 

industry's job!

Our pocketbooks are being looted enough as it is, by everybody. Enough, already!

Pay less now or pay more later.  You make the call!!!!  

radio didn't cause the "problem", radio shouldn't ne expected to pay for the fix

Radio has always been seen as a free advertising outlet for music companies.  It seems like a slap in the face to 

radio to make us pay to play music for which we already pay various rights fees.

Radio has promoted and supported the music industry for years! If anything they should pay for the free advertising 

they get for nothing!

Radio has provided free publicity for artists and record labels for years. If we have to start paying artists, then 

Congress needs to allow us to charge for spins.

Radio is essential to music exposure!

Radio pays BMI / ASCAP and is promotional vehicle for the music and artists, how much more blood do they want 

from the stone????

Radio should not have to pay for the mistakes of record companies that fail to adapt with the changing times.

radio stations should pay no royalties

Resolve the issue,but not with this particular proposal.

Surrender on this issue is simply NOT an option for the Radio Industry

The Alternative is Congress and Senate make the decision for the Industry--we're the Industry of No.



The are devaluing radio by doing this.

the big corp are in favor without any regard to small and independents. NAB sucks

The industry are idiots.  They gave up the moral ground when they refused to support streamers 10 years ago.  At 

this point the radio industry is in the position of inevitably losing the fight.The music industry has long relied on radio to play music, break hits and bring music to the marketplace.  And now, 

they want to charge us.  When this deal goes through, you can kiss a whole bunch of non-sales related jobs 

goodbye to pay for it!The music industry, by rejecting the NAB's compromise, has proven that the music bunch will stop at nothing to 

drain our industry.  They are clueless, ruthless, and will take 10 miles if we give them an inch. Conceding to them is 

a mistake.

The NAB has become a weak advocate for radio

The NAB has done a magnificent job representing radio broadcasters with this issue.

the NAB has played right in to hands of musicfirst 

The NAB should presenting the music industry with a fee structure for airplay, and a menu of services/fee system 

for promotional activity beyond that

the nab sucks.... who let them negoiate for radio??!!  I vote we abolish the nab!!The offer includes many fixes and additional platforms for Radio.  What the NAB has offered is a package and 

there's no deal if the package is not complete.  People need to relax and read carefully what the term sheet 

includes.The political climate dicatates we cut bait and move on, so yes.  Plus then we can focus our collective efforts on 

growing and expanding our industry instead of defending and holding on to what is rapidly becoming an outdated 

business model.

The radio industry already pays fees for this.  Radio has always been a great partner for the record industry, why 

now I ask?!

The recording industry (Performers and Writers) still need us. We pay too much now. Especially if you factor in the 

royalties paid by News and Talk stations.

They have capitulated on the basic issue and tossed away any real bargaining power.  The FM chip thing makes 

radio look foolish and completely out of touch with today's technical reality.

this does not address the Digital...Internet....or Mobility who will still have free access & delievery of the music.

This industry needs to come together and take its future into its own hands. The NAB proposal does that and 

eliminates huge risks from CRB and lack of new distribution sources.

This is a horrible decsion by the NAB and should be stopped by the membership. 

This is all a very, very bad dream.This is an ill-fated effort.  For years, artists have received free airplay, which made many careers.  The idea that 

radio should pay more royalties than what they are currently paying will be counterproductive to both the radio and 

music industries.

This is what you get when you let a former Senator run the NAB.  He has nice teeth though!

This only opens the door to more and more demands by other industries for payoffs, and dismisses the actual 

value of airplay.  This will not only affect music, but can also affect advertising. 

This shows that the NAB, once again, is not concerned about what this does to truly small market operators...those 

of us in rural counties of under 50,000 people.

This was a very bad move; all it says is yeah, you're right...we should pay to play.  Now, like the ladies of the 

evening, all we need to do is establish the price.  

This will take longer than ending the Vietnam war.



trojan horse.  Next time they come for more cash.  Radio is a vehicle for them 2 make$

Very diaspointed!

We are a small station operating on a shoestring as it is.  We don't need any addtional expenses.

We had the strong support of Congress.  Why back down now from our position of strength?We have a moral responsibility--especially w so little new music being played.   BMI/ASCAP comp for writers is a 

throwback to when live music was performed on radio.  The "performers" should compensate the composers and 

ASCAP/BMI should go away.

wE HAVE BEEN SOLD OUT IN A TIME SECOND TO THE GREAT DEPESSION. i HOPE THAT RADIO 

OWNERS WILL SEE THIS AND NOT RENEW THEIR NAB MEMBERSHIPS.

We make billions playing the music those guys created, it really is long overdue

WE PAY ENOUGH RIGHTS FESS NOW WITH ASCAP..SESAC...AND BMI...

we pay only if they pay each station an equal amount plus we choose the music we play and payola is permitted.We pay too much already to play music.  If this goes through it very well could be the end of music on many radio 

stations.  The artists my claim they don't need radio anymore but I think many of them would never make it without 

radio.We should not be required to subsidize a failed business model and send millions to overseas interests.  What kind 

of morons in Washington are behind this at a time when we're already sending thousands of jobs overseas.  It is 

pure lunacy.

We shouldn't acknoledge the idea... but I am afraid we have already showed we will.

When radio recieves a share of record sales will be soon enough to pay performance fees. 

When the details of this proposal are widely understood, positions will naturally evolve in favor of this solution.

Where is the money for radio for playing music from the labels?  Where is their value for what we DO for them?Where would the artists be without radio,  Radio made these artists, it was a fair "trade deal" and it should stay that 

way., Where would the artists be without radio,  Radio made these artists, it was a fair "trade deal" and it should 

stay that way.

Where's radio's performance charge to the labels for playing their music for our listeners for free?

Why should MusicFirst get any money, they are not the performers but want 50% of the money.

Why??? Radio pays BMI and ASCAP royalities now. Biting the hands that feeds em.   Without radio, performers would not have their music exposed. And, the performers are not the benefactors.  This 

is an insult and misdirected frustration.  It is not the radio industry's fault that the record companies were buried by 

new technology.

Wow!  This is truly a double-edged sword.  While I fully believe artists should be compensated for their creation, I'm 

not exactly sure this is the way to go about it.

Yes lets ... and then crawl back into the coffin and wait for the rest of the dirt to be thrown on radio's grave.

Yes, but only because we will never get away from paying it at this point.  Any progress is progress at this point.

Yes, but only on condition radio achieves guaranteed access to mobile phones

You can't ask radio stations to join the fight against the performance tax, including writing their congressman and 

airing ads, and then turn around and talk compromise.


